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INTRODUCTION 
Are you looking to sell on Amazon? Don’t know where to start? Worried about leaving 
out important elements? Need a few resources to get you started?  This simple 
checklist was designed to help you plan, prepare and promote your new Amazon store. 

PLAN & PREPARE 

______ Find an inexpensive product that will ship cheaply. 

______ Get your paperwork in order including licensing, Tax ID and other regulatory 

items 

Figure out the logistics in advance. That includes your returns process, your fulfillment 

(shipping), product sourcing, financials, business plan, etc. 

______ Sign up as a reseller on Amazon 

______ Become familiar with Amazon’s rules and policies such as Product detail page 

rules, Shipping policies, Policies and agreements, Selling Policies and Prohibited seller 

activities and actions 

 and follow them. 

______ Research keywords relevant to your product and audience through AMZ Insight 

______  Use those keywords in your product listing title and description 

______ Use sites like Merchant Words to do some competitive intelligence 
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______ Type the product name using different words to see what populates naturally in 

the Amazon search. These are the products other people are searching for 

______ Learn about Amazon’s search algorithms to optimize your listing. 

______ If you are selling a “used” product, be sure and describe the condition of the 

item so the end user understands what she or he will get when they make the purchase. 

______ Look at the top 5-10 products selling in your product niche (for price, 

description, etc.) 

______ Create an interesting and unique photo of your product that will make it stand 

out from the other listings 

______ Add at least 4 photos and where appropriate a video to your listing 

______ Because visuals are critical to your listing, use high quality imaging in your 

listings 

______ List products low to gain traction. 

______ Use the description to educate your customers on your product benefits 

______ Get really good at customer service. 

______ Study your competition. See where their listings are placed on Amazon as well 

as how they list and sell their products 

______ Be aware of and follow the fulfilment (shipping) time limits established by 

Amazon 

______ Send tracking info to customers when they make a purchase 
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______ Monitor and manage reviews 

______ Respond to positive and negative reviews to find out how you can improve your 

products and service 

______ Good customer service includes handling returns and refunds in a timely 

manner 

______ Study your Amazon store analytics - look for opportunities to improve 

______ Selling products under a private label might increase sales 

______ Use Fulfilment by Amazon as soon as you qualify. This way you can 

concentrate on marketing and promoting your store/products. Fulfillment by Amazon is 

a program where you send your items for sale to one of the many Amazon fulfillment 

centers to be stocked. Customers buy those products from you, and Amazon ships 

them. 

______ Encourage people to leave reviews 

______ Be mindful of packaging and labeling 

______ Take advantage of enhanced brand content if available when you create your 

listing. 

______ Maximize the use of your bullets. Create between 2 and 4 short, descriptive 

paragraphs that focus on the benefits and features of your product. Use this space to 

answer questions or address common concerns people might have about your product.  
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______ Use Amazon Seller Central to Track Important Business Metrics, such as 

revenue, costs, profit, ROI and more... 

______ Create a long term pricing strategy testing various price points 

______ Make sure you are selling in the right categories 

______ Test the waters. See how a few listings do before jumping in with all you have 

PROMOTE  
“If profit is part of your goal, you are better off putting your energy into creating  

and finding products that have built in demand vs. wasting time trying to  
drive traffic to your listings.” J Cockrum 

 

______ Sell the right products. If you do your homework and sell products people want 

to buy you won’t have worry about promoting. After all, Amazon has a built in audience 

of people ready to buy and looking for your products. 

______ Get Reviews.  Give customers a great shopping experience! When you do they 

will leave reviews which will help you sell more products on Amazon 

______ Use giveways and special promotions to drive traffic to your store. 

______ Write articles that drive traffic to your Amazon Store 

______ Start by selling a low-competition item to boost your seller ranking. 

______ Offer a competitive price on a popular product. 
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OTHER TIPS 
 
______ Do your homework! Study the competition and others offering the same or 

similar products 

______ Choose products that won’t cost a ton to ship 

______ Research Amazon and see if there are opportunities to sell products in 

underserved categories 

______ Make sure that any products you sell are within Amazon’s guidelines/rules 

______ Get permission before selling any items listed in Amazon’s restricted categories 

______ Get help for areas you fall short or need help. This can include marketing, 

financials, inventory management, etc. 

______ Follow the rules. 

 

 

 


